KABLOONA
At night in bed I would lie listening to the storm. Except for
the absence of movement, it was exactly like being at sea, and
the swaying and creaking of a ship was easy enough to imagine.
The Post was pounded by muffled blows that seemed to come
up from a keel. This was a battle of one-eyed giants, wind
against wood, the one ceaselessly attacking, the other passively
on the defensive—like a ship at sea. The whistling of the wire-
less mast completed the illusion.
Emptying the slop-bucket was a trial. As a matter of fact,
whether your destination lay ten yards or ten miles off made no
difference in your preparations; and the disproportion between
those preparations and the aim of your errand was grotesque.
The battle began while you were still in the porch. You put
your shoulder against the door and pushed with all your
strength, quite as at sea; and when, suddenly, it gave way, a
packet of snow hit you so hard in the face that you stepped back
to recover your breath. The walls of the porch were plastered
with snow two feet thick, and if you were so unfortunate as to
knock against a wall, your neck or boots were filled instantly
with a great lump that landed with a soft thud. Of course, once
the door was open it would not shut again, the doorway would
begin to fill with snow, I would call out to Paddy, and between
us we would shovel the snow away and pull the door to. Out-
side, the wind would cut like a knife right across your face. If
you had been smoking a cigar it would have sliced the cigar
off at your lips.
This is a corner of the world where weather has not yet been
domesticated. Everywhere else than at the poles, it has been
pacified, has taken a quasi-definitive form, has settled down.
There are east winds and west winds; they bring rain or they do
not, and you know that after the rain, fine days will follow.
Your weather is more or less pigeon-holed. Not here. Weather
up here still wanders free, uncaptured, lurks and roves in an
irregular circle.
But indeed nothing up here is settled. Before you know it, the
island is bare of foxes, there isn't a fox left* The Eskimos are
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